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HEA’s popular fall seminars will be held Sept.
19-20 at the Westin Poinsett in Greenville,
S.C. These three seminars – Combustion
Seminar, Safety Seminar and an updated,
half-day Induction Seminar – provide a great
opportunity for training and education in the
heat-processing industry. Keeping with tradition,
there will be a joint tabletop exhibition and
reception on Tuesday, Sept. 19, that will include
companies from every technology featured
throughout the seminars.
Following IHEA’s fall seminars, attendees
will gather for the Fall Business Conference. The
event will kick off with an evening gathering
on Sept. 20 and will be followed by business
meetings and committee work on Sept. 21.
Visit www.ihea.org for program updates and
registration information.

ITPS 2017 – International Thermprocess
Summit
ITPS 2017, the International Thermprocess
Summit, will be the meeting point for the
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worldwide industrial heating equipment sector
June 27-28 at the InterContinental Hotel in
Düsseldorf, Germany.
Thermal-processing technology plays a
crucial role in determining the properties
of individual products and all industrial
manufacturing operations. However, a number
of global challenges need to be dealt with at the
same time: the general economic and political
conditions around the world, climate protection,
carbon footprint, and energy and resource
efficiency.
Friedrich-Georg Kehrer, global portfolio
director, Metals and Flow Technologies at
Messe Düsseldorf, said, “This is precisely what
the two-day ITPS focuses on: offering the
thermal-processing industry and its stakeholders
a customized program. As was the case at the
premiere in 2013 and at subsequent events in
India in 2014 and in the U.S. last year, we are
again expecting high-level decision-makers to
participate.”
“I am delighted that we have succeeded in
creating another highly interesting program that
will deal not only with scientific and practical
aspects but also with the general global, economic
and industry policy conditions,” said Dr. Timo
Würz, VDMA metallurgy director and member
of the program advisory board.
Executives from plant manufacturers and
customers’ sectors are offered the opportunity
to exchange information and discuss relevant
strategic topics, including:
• Global challenges and policy impacts
• Economic drivers
• Innovation, digitization and new business
models
• Innovative applications of thermal-processing
technology in customer industries
The second day of the event will be devoted
to “best cases” in the automotive, aerospace and
machine manufacturing sectors.
Visit www.itps-online.com for the complete
program and registration information. Contact
Messe Düsseldorf North America at 312-781-5180
or info@mdna.com for more information about
attending or exhibiting at ITPS 2017.

